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ABSTRACT
Most theories are tested by experimentation. Often
statistical analysis must be applied in order to fully under-
stand the fit between theory and experiment. This thesis
examines a number of techniques, including a grid search,
gradient search and linearization approach, that can be used
to examine the fit between theory and experiment. A case
history involving experimental time constants from a series
of electromechanochemical step-response experiments is
examined in detail. These time constants were then compared
to a non-linear diffusion-reaction theory. A powerful gen-
eralized curve fitting subsystem written in APL that was
developed do to much of the curve fitting is described and
documented in an appendix.
Thesis Supervisor: Alan J. Grodzinsky
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical and Bioengineering
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I. Introduction
There are two phases to most scientific research. The
more glamorous one involves formulating new and novel theories
to explain observed phenomena. The more painstaking one involves
the verification of the new theory through experiments and
statistical analysis. This thesis tries to characterize cer-
tain aspects of the second phase of research. Several methods
of data collection will be discussed, and the advantages and
shortcomings of each method will be presented. Sources of
error will be discussed, and ways of dealing with them will be
presented.
In chapter two, a detailed discussion of statistical
methods ensues. Standard curve-fitting techniques are ex-
plained, and more sophisticated and general methods are pre-
sented and discussed. An adaption of an existing set of pro-
grams into an APL subsystem and their use is presented in
appendix C. Chapter three is a case history which illustrates
the ideas discussed in the first two chapters. Data from
electromechanical experiments done on protein membranes [1]
was collected using different methods and compared. Different
data analysis techniques were applied to sample sets of data.
The accuracy and expense of these different techniques were
then compared.
Finally, suggestions are made for subsystems on mini-
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computer systems to make data analysis and data collection
easier. These include hardware and software features, and
the interface between the two. These features will enable one
to more easily collect digitized data from experiments in a
controlled (e.g. timed or event triggered) manner, and to
analyze it (e.g. curve fit or match to an expected distribu-
tion) in a statistically sound and consistent manner.
In most experiments,some form of data which is a func-
tion of one or more independent variables is obtained. This
data can be recorded continuously(e.g. output to a strip chart
recorder), or sampled at discrete times (e.g. read off of a
meter every 5 seconds). In the experiments of interest, the
independent variable is time, but it could just as easily be
voltage or concentration.
Each method of recording data has its advantages and
disadvantages. By the continuous recording of data, no infor-
mation is lost, and one gets a very accurate picture of what
is occurring. On the other hand, it is difficult to further
analyze the data. Analog electronics can be used in certain
specific instances, but not in the general case. Noise espe-
cially complicates the interpretation of continuous data.
Discrete data, which is the more common form, loses a
certain amount of information. In theory, if the data is
sampled faster than the Nyquist rate (Fsample > 2 F max) then
no information is lost.
-9-
There is often noise that appears in the data along
with the phenomenon being measured. The many sources of this
noise include,
1. Uncertainty in the independent variable
(e.g. time).
2. Random noise in the measured quantity (e.g.
voltage).
3. Non-linearities in the measuring system.
4. Finite resolution in the recording instrument
(e.g. digital voltmeter).
5. Transients in the experiments (i.e. short-
time artifacts of the experiment).
6. Drift (i.e. long-time artifacts of the
experiment).
As a case study,a set of experiments were done to deter-
mine the l/e time constant of the change in force exerted by
a collagen membrane associated with a step jump in bath pH.
During the experiment, a voltage corresponding to force was
sampled at regular intervals.
A number of sources of noise were found in the data
collected from these experiments. The membrane itself had a
certain amount of fluctuation. The non-linearities and
sources of noise in the measuring apparatus, particularly the
amplification system, made it difficult to extract a time con-
-10-
stant from the raw data. During the first seconds of the
experiment, many non-equilibrium processes, such as solution
mixing, were occurring. This seemed to cause the first few
data points on many experiments to deviate from simple expon-
ential curve. In addition, long-term baseline drift was of-
ten observed.
Many techniques have been devised to combat problems
such as these. In the analog realm,filtering is widely used.
This can attenuate selected frequency ranges. High frequency
noise is particularly susceptible to filtering.
Filtering can also be done with discrete data. However,
even more powerful techniques can be used to extract the de-
sired result from the raw data. Statistical analysis can be
used both to obtain the desired result, and to estimate its
reliability.
Some experiments and studies yield data that can be
interpreted only through the use of statistics. For example,
the desired result might be a probability density function,
with the values of the parameters in the function to be deter-
mined from the experiment. The probability of getting that
particular set of results, given the calculated probability
density function can also be determined.
Most experiments have noise that can be modelled as
"random", i.e. following a normal distribution. The desired
output is the total signal minus the noise. Since the noise
is randomly di-stributed, the desired output (e.g. an exponen-
-11-
tial curve) is in some sense the mean, or average of the
data (see figure 1). In the next chapter this model will be
developed, and some methods of curve fitting will be presented.
-12-
Figure 1 Sample data and best fit straight line. While the
sum of the deviations from the straight line is about 0, the
sum of the squared deviations is about 1.5.
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Chapter II
Curve Fitting Techniques
Without sources of experimental error, there would be
very little need for sophisticated techniques of data analysis.
A few calculations would have been sufficient to produce a
perfect fit of data to theory. Unfortunately, the comparison
of experimental data and theoretical curves often requires
statistical analysis to better interpret the data.
All of the techniques of curve fitting described here
rely on one major assumption: the data deviates from its
expected value due to normally distributed random fluctua-
tions. In other words, the errors have a normal or Gaussian
distribution, and each error is independent of the other
errors.
The probability of the ith observation is [2]
1 yi~iy 2
1 2 a.
P. = e 1(1)
a.1 2r
where
a. = the standard deviation of the ith obser-
vation
th
y. = the actual i observation
th
y. = predicted value for the i observation.
In general, a will not be known exactly. a. may be
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due to a lack of precision in the recording device, a partic-
ularly sloppy experiment, or problems with a piece of equip-
ment. It can usually be estimated. The importance of a. is
its relative value from observation to observation.
We now want a relation for the probability of the en-
tire set of observations. Since the errors are independent
of each other, we can take the product of the probability of
each observation to obtain the desired probability.
-
2
1 i (i
N N 2
P(x) H P. H e (2a)
i=1 /2 7_ i=1 i
2
1N y -y'
1 e 1i i) (2b)
/2 T i=1 i)
Note that y. need not be a constant. It can be a func-
tion of an independent variable (e.g. time). We are inter-
ested only in deviations from 7 , the predicted value of each
observation.
The goal is to maximize the probability of the set of
observations. This is done by minimizing the argument of the
exponential in equation (2b). It is usual to call this
expression, which represents the goodness of the fit, X -
-15-
2 N y.-y. 22 ____i
X = E CF. (3)
i= 1  i
Calculating the average
To illustrate the meaning and usage of equation (3),
we will look at a simple case. Let y be a single constant,
Y (also known as the mean or average). To maximize the pro-
2.
bability, we minimize X in equation (3). To do this, we
2
take the derivative of X with respect to Y, which is the
only quantity which we can vary, and set it to 0.
-Z 2 = 0 (4)2BY i a. =
Solving for Y,
i = (5)
12
In the special case of a constant standard deviation
from experiment to experiment, equation (5) reduces to the
common expression for the arithmetic mean.
Y = i (6)
N
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Linear Regression
We can now look at a more complicated case, in which
y is a "linear" function of some independent variable x.
(Technically, Y is not a linear function of x because
f(x 1+ X2 l Y(X ) + y(x 2 ) , but the result of this analysis
is commonly called linear regression.) Equation (7) describes
such a relationship. While x. can assume different values
for different i, it must be known.
y. = a + bx. (7)
We now proceed to minimize X2, defined in equation (3),
using y as defined in equation (7). Since both a and b are to
2
be determined, the partial derivatives of X with respect to
both a and b are set to 0.
x2
x= -2Z y. - (a + bx.) = 0 (8a)
Da
2
a.
3x -2Z Y. - a + bx.Jx. 0 (8b)Bb i1
2
In matrix form, these equations can be rewritten
-17-
i.1
21 2
2
a.
12
iy
1
2
. 21
a
b
with the solutions
a 1
2
i1
2
2
1 2
1
Sy
2
ii
2
2
x.
1
-2
a.
X
- 1
a.
x.
---1
a.
X2
x.
In the special case of equal a 's, equations (10a-c) reduce to
NEY.X. - ZY. EX.1 1 1 1
N E X - (EX.) 21 1
(lla)
V yi2 3
L
(9a-b)
Z x y.
2
1 I
2
yi
11-
(10a)
(1Ob)
(10c)
b = -
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zY. - b EX.
a__=____ (llb)
N
We would like to know how reliable the assumption that
y. = a + bx. is, and also how accurate a and b are. The
correlation coefficient tells us how strong the correlation
between x and y actually is.
If y is "linearly" related to x, then x should be
linearly related to y.
x = a' + b'y (12)
The values of a' and b' will be different from a and b in
equation (7). However, if x and y are indeed related, then
a' and b' are related to a and b. First, solve (12) for y.
y x a' (13)
and relate the coefficients to equation (7)
a a' (14a)
b - 1 (14b)
In the ideal case, then, bb'= 1. If x and y are not
correlated, then bb' = 0. The correlation coefficient is
-19-
defined to beA/bb . First, calculate b' from equations (12)
and (10a)
b 1 1 z Ib = a.2
A' = E -2
a.
1
x'y.
G1
yi
C.
2 2
y yYi- Y1
The correlation coefficient is then
1 x iyi
r = /bb' = E 2 2
i i1
1  2 2)l 1 2
2 i i 2 i1 y.
1/2
S 2) 3)
The closer the absolute value of r is to 1, the bet-
ter the degree of correlation. The probability density
function of r is [3]
P (r,v) =- 1 r -(v+l)/2]
r VT r (v/2)
2 (v-2)/2(1-r) (17)
where v = number of degrees of freedom for the data,
which is equal to the number of data points
minus the number of parameters in the fit-
x
1 (15a)
(15b)
(16)yi
x.
2
a.
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ting function, determined from the data.
and the probability that a sample of N uncorrelated data
points would yield a correlation coefficient as large or lar-
ger than Irlis
P (rv) = 2 f P (r', v) dr' (18)
crr
where v = N-2.
A small value for Pc means that x and y are actually corre-
lated.
The variance, which is the square of the standard devi-
ation, a., can be approximated by equation (19) for normal
distributions
V 1
It appears in the normal distribution probability density
function, equation (1). The larger the standard deviation,
the larger the spread of values to be expected. The probable
error is .6745 a; half of the observations are expected to be with-
in y ± 0.6745 a. Over two thirds (68.3%) of the observations
should be within a single standard deviation of the expected
value. [2]
To characterize the uncertainties in the parameters a
-21-
and b determined in equations (10a)-(10c), we can derive
expressions for a and ab'
2 - 2
a a Z(ai-a)
N
2 2 Db
b yi By
defined as
2 a2
i 
-- yi
N
2
Equations (10a) and (10b) are used to determine the
partial derivatives.
2
x i 
- xj
2 -2
1 J
1i la
x i
i2
1 .
2 21a. a.!J -
(21a)
(21b)
Using equations
2a
(21) in (20), we get
A2
A2
a2L 1 (E24
(20a)
(2 Ob)
2
J
i
Da 1
y
3b 1
yj A
x.
2
x.
2
J
4
G~
J
2
2
x 2
2
i 2a.
1Y
(22a)
x.
2 +
2 2
x i
2 1 E x 2
-J J2
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S E i)] (22b)
4 i2
22
-
22
1 E i 2(2i2ci) "
A Li a 2  2)i 2 i 2 i 2
2 j E2 a.2) 1 E (22d)
A fi i Y a G
22
2 1 E (22e)
a 2x.
Similarly,
CF 2 - E 1 E [ 2 ( a 2
b A2 j r2 2. 2 2 Y
2 2 2
2( X
2
l -
2
xi
2
E i1
2
2
-2 E x i
2
a.
2
IXl i 1
2 1 J
1
A 2 2a. I a
2
X i
2
a.
2
~ 2
2 1 E 1
ab C~ 2
a.
(23d)
(23e)
The determination of a and b in the above analysis is
known as "linear regression." It enables one to fit data to
a linear function of an independent variable plus a constant.
It can readily be extended to many independent variables or
functions of those independent variables, as long as they
are linear functions of the coefficients to be determined, i.e.
y = a0 + a f , x 2...) + a2 2 l' 2...)... (24)
-23-
1
2
J
-2
(23b)
E1 2
2 +2 X
a.
(23c)
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2
We can then take the partial derivatives of X with respect
to all of the a. 's and set them to 0. A set of linear equa-
tions are the result, and these can always be solved.
Modified Linear Regression
Not all fitting functions are linear. In fact, in the
analysis of experimental data very few fitting functions are
linear. In a non-linear case, we can still proceed by taking
2
the partial derivatives of X with respect to each of the
parameters and setting them to 0, but in general we will not
be able to solve the resulting set of non-linear equations.
There are times, however, that the fitting function can be
recast into a linear form.
Equation (25) is a simple case.
y 2 a x + (a2-a )x 2  (25)a1  1
A simple set of transformations enables linear regression
techniques to be applied
a = a2  (26a)
a= a2 - a (26b)
y =a x+ a' x2 (27)
After the primed coefficients are determined, the original
-25-
coefficients can easily be obtained. The uncertainty in the
original coefficients can be approximated by equation (28)
2
a
a1
G2
a1
2
(28)
a1
A more complicated example is shown in equation (29).
f = f2 + - f2) e-t/T (29)
where f, f2 and T are constants to be determined.
By subtracting f2 from both sides, multiplying by -1, and
taking the natural log of both sides we get
.Zn(f2 ~f) - n(f 2 ~f l -ti/T
Let
y = Zn(f2~ i)
x. = t.
a = En(f 2 ~ 1 )
b = -l/T
Then equation (30) becomes
(30)
(31a)
(31b)
(31c)
(31d)
-26-
y. = a + bx. (32)
The standard deviations also must be transformed
2 2I 2  2 1 2a .= a . (33)yi fi Lf G fi f -f.
At this stage we are ready to apply standard linear
regression techniques to the problem. Equations (1Qa-c) give
us values for a and b, and equations (22e) and (23e) give us
the uncertainty in a and b. Equations (31c-d) relate (f2 -f1
to a, and T to b. In a manner similar to equation (33)-,
a 2f 1 can be related to a a' and a can be related to a b'
a = a e (34a)(f2 ~fl) a
T =b (34b)
b
This curve fitting technique was tried with an experi-
mental case study (see Chapter 3) involving a set of data fit
to a curve of the form (_29). However, the dependent variable
in equation (31) or (.33) is Zn(f 2-f i) . This means that f2
must be known a priori to use linear regression on this prob-
lem. In practice, however, knowledge of f2 would necessitate
an infinitely long-time experiment with no drift. Therefore,
a first estimate of f2 was used to determine f and T. Chi
-27-
squared was then calculated using equation (35):
X2 = E 2 1+(flf 2 )e-t/T - f (35)
2
f
2
using a value of a = 1. A specified increment was added
to f2 and X2 was again calculated. If X2 increased the
first time,the increment was multiplied by -1, and added to
2*2the original f2. The increment was kept the same until X2
started to increase. At that point the increment was multi-
plied by -1/2. When the absolute value of the increment falls
below a specified value, this binary search is halted (see
appendix A.)
There are times that linear regression techniques can
be unsatisfactory. Figure 2 compares experimental data with
a best fit to equation (29) predicted by the modified linear
regression techniques described above, and with a best fit
predicted by the gradient-linearization technique described
below.
Optimization of Each Parameter in Turn
Let us define the fitting function to be an arbitrary
function of n parameters, a 1 -a , and any number of independent
parameters, x.
y = y(a ...an,x) (3)36)
-28-
Figure 2 Data from a radioactive tracer study vs. time, along with
the best fit predicted by the modified linear regression program
and the best fit predicted by the gradient-linearization method.
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We want to choose a 1 .. .an to minimize X 2  We can
take the partial derivative of X2 with respect to each para-
meter a., and set it to 0. In general, though, we will not
be able to solve the resulting set of n non-linear equations.
A very simple approach is to vary one parameter until
2.
X is minimized with respect to it, given the values of the
other parameters. This is done to each parameter in turn, and
repeated until it can no longer reduce X2 very much. Simpli-
city is the virtue of this method. It requires many computa-
tions of X2 to converge, however. It will generally have
2difficulty zeroing in on the minimum of X , because the best
value of a parameter calculated each time is dependent on the
current values of the other parameters rather than on the
actual best values of the other parameters. Far away from
the minimum, this method zig-zags back and forth as the para-
meters are slowly optimized.
Gradient Search
A more powerful approach is to calculate the gradient
of X2 in n-space, and to travel down the gradient until a
trough is reached. The gradient is then recalculated. The
process is continued until X2 no longer changes.
The gradient of x2 in n space is the partial derivative of
2
X with respect to each parameter a., in the a. direction.J J
2 n DX2 ^ (37)VX =E .- a.
j=l J
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We can make this quantity dimensionless by normalizing
each component to the current magnitude of the parameter a ..
Y =V(X )a. = E DX a.a. (38)
3 a. 3
J
The normalized increment of AX in any direction, b.,
J
is then equal to the component of the normalized gradient in
that direction, divided by the magnitude of the normalized
gradient
2
b. - - a. (39)J - a. J
SC3X a 2 
1/2
Daja )
The actual increment to move in each direction will be the
total increment times the factor calculated in (39).
Aa. = b.6. (40)
J JJ
The program that implements this procedure moves in
small increments along the gradient until X2 no longer dimin-
ishes. (See appendix B)
2Far away from the minimum in X , this method works
quite well. Close to the actual minimum, however, the gradi-
ent becomes very small. Calculations involve subtracting
almost equal numbers to determine the derivatives with respect
to X2 , so a good deal of precision is lost. Convergence near
-31-
the minimum is therefore very slow.
Linearization of the Fitting Function
A method which works well near the minimum of _ 2n-
volves linearizing the fitting function around the current set
of parameters a1 , a 2 ...a
1 2 n
y(a1 + 'a ,2 + 0 a .. a x)1** 2 O a r _
(41)
aj j~aJ
where yo is the current value of the fitting function.
In this case, X2 can also be approximated as
X ,x) - 0 (a ... , )6a.
1I.- 
-a .J
(A42)
Let
yi' = Y - y0 (a ... x )
Da.
X.= 6a.
J J
(43a)
(43b)
(43c)
With these substitutions, equation (42) becomes
-32-
2 ~ 1. - a (44)X2 yi a .
i aY I J3 J
This is an example of multiple linear regression; the function,
y ' (x) = Z a' x. , is linear in a., the parameters to be
i - . I j J
J
determined. We can differentiate (44) with respect to each
a' and set each derivative to 0. The resulting set of simul-
J
taneous linear equations can be solved for a., giving us the
desired result, 6a..J
2
DX 
- 2Z 
- E(
a2 .
Bak
x a
a2 ki j 3
Using matrix notation,
aa =
a. x . x.I = 0
J 31j kij
y.
x.. x
31 . 2 ki
1
(45a)
(45b)
we can rewrite (45b) as
(46)
where
a = [a1 a 2 ... a ]= [6a 1 6a 2 ... 6a]
a = x x. = E aoi oi
ki j i Ba Da.k I
(47a)
(47b)
or
-33-
2 .li
S 2 Yi xni
a.
1 i Oi yoi
Oyi
-L2 yi Oi) Dai a. n
The solution for a can be obtained by inverting the a
matrix
a = Sa
-1
a. = Ei S3 c.
a k k jk
(48a)
(48b)
Close to the minimum in x 2 , this method converges both
rapidly and accurately. Further away, it suffers from the
inaccuracies resulting from the linearization of the fitting
function. There, the gradient method works better.
An approach proposed by Marquardt [4] involves using a
combination of the gradient method and the linearization approach.
The normalized diagonal terms of the a matrix defined in equa-
tion (49b) are all l's. Add a constant, which we will call
X, to the diagonal terms. If the constant is small, the lin-
(47c)
or
-34-
earization equations are hardly affected. If A is large,
the equations decouple.
a. A a..
J IJ
(49a)
J
12 (i Yi) OyQi
~ i a. Ba.6a. ~ i D -
E DOi )
i Da. )2
2
- X C (49b)
Da.
J
where C = 1
2 Aa ji
and so 6a. points down the gradient, with a magnitude scaled
J
by 2 Aa.... The larger A, the more of the gradient method that
is included in the calculations.
ajk a jk k j (50)
ajk (l+) k j
The suggested approach was to initialize A to 0.001.
Each time the increments are chosen, X2 is checked to see if
it decreased. If it did, indicating that the proportion of
gradient search is at least sifficient, A is decreased by a
factor of 10, reducing the proportion of gradient search.
or
-35-
If X2 increased, indicating that more gradient search is
needed, X is increased by a factor of 10. Each time X
decreases, the prescribed direction is followed until X2 no
longer decreases. The entire process is repeated until X2
no longer gets smaller.
The uncertainty in the parameters cannot be calculated,
2
since an analytical solution was not obtained to minimize X -
However, near the minimum in X, the uncertainty can be approx-
imated by
CTa 2  ~ 2 (51)
a] a. . 2 2
JJ D X
3a. 2
J
This technique was seen to be extremely versatile and
powerful. Unlike the gradient method alone, it converged to
the same minimum for all reasonable starting values of a1 ... an
Appendix C contains both a listing of the APL subsystem written
to implement this algorithm and to make it easy to set up and
use, and a description of how it was used.
Table 1 compares the different techniques of curve
fitting. The asterisks denote methods which are easily imple-
mentable on a programmable calculator.
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Technique
*Iteration
*Optimize each
parameter in
turn
*Linear
Regression
*Modified Linear
gression
Gradient search
Linearization
of the fitting
function.
Combination of
gradient search
and lineariza-
tion
Advantages
Simple to implement.
Applicable to every
case
Simple to implement
Applicable to every
case
Quick
Fairly accurate
Quick, Fairly accur-
ate, works on some
non-linear problems
Applicable to every
case
Converges very well
from far away
Zeroes quickly into
the minimum
Works on every prob-
lem. Converges well
both from far away
and close up.
Finds the minimum
independent of start-
ing position
Disadvantages
Requires a good guess
and the proper range
to ever converge.
Slow convergence
Very slow if the
parameters are not
independent.
Slight complication
in programming.
Works only on linear
problems. Bombs out
on certain cases.
Doesn't work on
everything. The
transformed standard
deviations are not
too accurate for rel-
atively large errors.
More complicated to
program. Strains the
capability of a pro-
grammable calculator.
Cannot quite "zero in"
on the minimum.
Very complicated to
program. Has trouble
finding the right path
from far away.
Very complicated to
program.
*Implementable
on a program-
mable pocket
calculator.
Table 1
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Chapter III,
A Case History
A case history illustrating the previous two chapters
will now be presented. The methods used to analyze the data
collected from some electromechanochemical experiments will be
examined in detail.
The experiments were done to determine the 1/e time
constants of the change in isometric force generated by a
collagen membrane associated with a step jump in pH,. They are
described in detail elsewhere.1 The force was converted into
a proportional voltage by a load cell.
Collecting the Data
Originally, the output of the load cell was amplified
and recorded by a strip chart recorder. It was found that
too much noise was introduced by the apparatus (see figure 13]),
and it was very difficult to determine a time constant. In
order for the second level of curve fitting (which involved
fitting the time constants of the experiments to a theory) to
be meaningful, the time constants had to be reasonably accur-
ate. A simple, passive low-pass filter was added, but did not
filter out enough of the noise. Discrete sampling and data
analysis techniques were then tried. These techniques may be
useful for the analysis of data from many experiments attemp-
ting to characterize the chemical kinetics or the dynamics of
-38-
Figure 3 Sample data collected using an amplifier and
strip chart recorder. The noise and drift make it very
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some process.
The most direct method of sampling the data was to man-
ually read the voltage from a digital voltmeter. In a typical
experiment, the voltage increased 40pV. The resolution of the
voltmeter was 1 IV. Due to the physical limitations, the
maximum sampling rate was .2 Hz, or 1 sample every 5 seconds.
The actual time constants associated with the experiments
ranged from 15 seconds to over 5 minutes.
To increase the sampling, and also to increase the
degree of resolution, a General Automation SPC-12 mini compu-
ter with 8k of 8 bit bytes, an 8 channel A/D converter, and
tape cartridge mass storage system was used. After much pain
and sorrow, it was programmed to take data at a rate determin-
ed by a square wave generator (see appendix D), and to print
it out on the teletype for use in further processing. It
was found that between the amplifier and the A/D converter, a
significant amount of noise was introduced into the signal.
(See figure [4]). Due to this fact, it was more difficult to
determine time constants from this data, even with the most
sophisticated curve fitting techniques. The best time con-
stant was strongly affected by truncation of the data, a phen-
omenon which will be discussed in detail later. This made a final
accurate determination of the time constant nearly impossible.
The ground connections of the A/D converter were very
temperamental. After 30 experiments, the wires were moved
and the A/D converted ceased to work properly. Subsequent
-40-
Figure 4 Sample data collected using the A/D converter. Due
to the noise and uncertainty in starting time, it is very difficult
to determine a l/e time constant.
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reconnection attempts did not work, so this method of data
collection was discontinued.
Analyzing the Data
As mentioned in chapter two, the objective in curve
fitting is to minimize 2, which was defined in equation (2-3).
The first level of curve fitting involved fitting the raw data
that was collected to a function of the form
fp = f2 + -f2 -t/T (1)
The standard deviation for each reading was chosen to
be 1. The a. 's certainly should be equal, since the same
scale was used for all of the readings. The constant 1 was
chosen because the resolution of the voltmeter was 1 unit.
This is certainly not rigorous, but it is a reasonable approx-
imation.
An SR-60 programmable desk calculator was obtained to
speed up the data analysis. It was first programmed to calcu-
late the weighted average error for an arbitrary choice of f
f2 and T. The weighted average error is defined in equation
(2),
1/2
1/2
W.A.E.= 1(f .- f 
_ _) 2 1 (2)
E 2 -
1GJ
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where f is the value of f predicted for the ith
observation.
The program was extended to iterate on all of the parameters,
and to remember the set of parameters with the lowest w.a.e.
Table [2] gives an example of such calculations. This method
was very simple, but also very inefficient and wasteful in
terms of the calculations necessary to zero in on the best
fit. In fact, it is necessary to choose the right range of
values for f , f2 and T in order to have any chance of mini-
mizing X -
As mentioned in chapter 2, by manipulating equation (1),
one can recast it in a form amenable to linear regression tech-
niques (see equations (2-29) - (2-34) .)
Equations (2-10a) - (2-10c) can be applied to solve for
in(f 2-f1 ) and -l/T, yielding (f2 -f 1) and T. In order to use
this technique, f2 must be known. A binary search was used to
find the best value to choose for f2 , while the modified lin-
ear regression yielded the best values of f and T for a given
1
f2. (see appendix A)
Using this method, it took about 5 minutes to determine
the best values of f and T given f2, and on the order of an
hour to find the best integer value of f2. Table [3] illus-
trates the results generated by the program. In at least one
instance, strange behavior of the fitting program was noted,
-43-
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i
"
"
Best T
295
310
320
335
Average error = a
0.868
0.964
1.135
1.357
16 48 315 0.667
17 " 330 0.742
18 " 340 0.927
19 " 355 1.172
16 49 335 0.549
17 " 350 0.578
18 " 365 0.764
19 " 386 1.023
16 56 360 0.512
17 " 370 0.482
18 " 385 0.645
19 " 405 0.905
16 51 380 0.564
17 " 395 0.467
18 410 0.578
19 425 0.816
Table 2 Sample set of calculations done on an
SR-60 calculator using the exhaustive search
algorithm to search for the best fit of f , f2
and T. Each calculation took ~2 minutes.
f
16
17
18
19
Average Error Number of Points
68.5 100 144 0.492 59
68.8 101 154 0.476 "
69.1 102 164 0.522 "
69.3 103 175 0.591 "
0.6 23 67 0.87 36
0.8 24 74 0.60 "
1.1 25 81 0.414 "
1.5 26 89 0.366 "
1.9 27 99 0.438 "
59.1 95 442 0.626 53
59.2 96 464 0.597 "
59.4 97 486 0.575 "
59.5 98 509 0.561 "
59.6 99 532 0.553
59.7 100 555 0.553 "
Table 3 Sample set of calculations done
on an SR-60 calculator using the modified
linear regression algorithm to find the
best fit for f 1 , f2 and T. Each calcu-
lation took ~5 minutes.
f
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f
2
Best T
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and other techniques gave a much better fit. For this and
other reasons, a much more powerful computer system was used
for subsequent data analysis.
The first method tried on the MULTICS computer system
was the variation of each parameterin turn. Starting values
for each of the parameters were chosen and then each parameter
was varied so that X2 was minimized given the current values of
all the other parameters. This was actually used for fitting
the calculated time constants to a theory predicting them, so
it will be discussed later. The gradient method was also used
only for the second stage of curve fitting.
When difficulty was encountered in fitting the calcu-
lated time constants to the theory predicting them, even using
the gradient-linearization technique, the original raw data
was re-analyzed using the more sophisticated gradient-linear-
ization techniques.
An interesting phenomenon was observed during this round
of data analysis. The full set of data from each experiment
was analyzed, and then data points were truncated from the
beginning. Some sets of data were relatively insensitive
to truncation; i.e. the values of the best fit parameters did
not vary as a function of truncation. Other sets of data were
very sensitive to truncation. Table [4], shows the effects of
truncation on sample data sets. Figure[5] has graphs of the
different best fits of one data set along with the actual data.
This phenomenon made it difficult to decide upon the
-46-
average error
0.495
0.461
0.460
# of points truncated
0
4
8
103.0 176 0.507 0
103.1 179 0.496 4
103.3 189 0.428 8
93
93
92
90
88
90
91
93
93
93
0.594
0.593
0.599
0.587
0.584
0.579
0.586
0.584
0.592
0.601
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Table 4 Effect of truncation on the best
fit values of f1 , f2 and T found by the
gradient-linearization method.
f 2
57.5
57.7
57.8
T
398
421
425
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.7
120.6
120.8
120.8
120.9
120.9
120.9
-9
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Figure 5 Sample data vs. time and the best fit exponential curves
predicted by the gradient-linearization method with all the
data, with the first 4 points truncated, and with the first 8
points truncated.
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most likely time constant for an experiment. There were many
possible causes of this phenomenon. Most of these stem from
the short transients that occur at the beginning of the exper-
iment (e.g. mixing time), while others stem from the nature of
the approximations made in deriving the theory.
In practice, there usually was a region in which trun-
cation no longer affected the values of the best-fit parameters.
The average value of T in that region was chosen to be the
time constant for the experiment. The statistical uncertainty
in the time constant was smaller than the fluctuation of the
time constant with truncation. Therefore, the standard devi-
ation of each time constant was chosen to reflect its sensi-
tivity to the truncation of the data.
Analyzing the Reduced Data
Once the time constants and their associated standard
deviations were determined, they were used as data to be fit
to a non-linear diffusion-reaction theory. The independent
parameter was the initial pH at which the experiment was done.
The fitting function was
L 2 1 + a1a3(5)
7r a4 (a3+c)2
where
c3 [c0 + c1 0] +c 2 [(c0+c 1 0 )a3 + c0 a2]
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2 2
+ c1c 0 a 2a3 - a c0a3 - c2 0c0 J- c2 0c 0 a3 -0 (6)
where
c0, c1 0 , c2 0 are the independent parameters
of the experiment
L is determined by independent experiments
a3 is a constant parameter to be determined
a1 , a2 , a4 are constants scaled by quantities
determined by independent experiments.
The constants are to be determined.
(Eq. (5) is the linearized diffusion/reaction time constant
and equation (6) represents a Donnan equilibrium relation for
internal H+ ion concentration of a collagen membrane. See
reference [1] for details). This is clearly not amenable to
linear regression techniques. The exhaustive search technique
was tried as a start, but took too much time and paper to
look over variations in four parameters.
The next technique tried was the variation of each
parameter in turn. This was more efficient, but was not able
2
to converge upon a minimum in X - It seems that the parameters
were too interdependent.
A gradient search was then implemented. This worked
fairly well on simple functions. However, with the actual
fitting function the gradient search stopped short of the min-
imum. In fact, when the starting points were chosen on oppo-
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site sides of the minimum, the gradient search stopped on
opposite sides of the minimum with the minimum clearly in
the middle. (See Table [5].)
At this stage, the combination gradient linearization
method was implemented and used. This provided the same best
fit almost regardless of starting point. This proved to be
very useful, because it allowed full attention to be focused
on the theory and data, rather than on weaknesses of the curve
fitting techniques. After re-analyzing the original raw data
with this method, a best fit to the experimental T's was found
which had reasonable values for the independent parameters
(see reference [1] for complete details of the theory and
experiment).
Analysis of Auxiliary Experiments
In order to complete the theoretical analysis of the
time constants, two separate experiments had to be done. The
thickness and fractional water content of the collagen mem-
brane varied as a function of the independent parameters, and
had to be characterized.
Membrane thickness and weight were measured at differ-
ent bath pH's. The results fit very well to a curve of the
form
Q = a1 + a 2 c (7)
c+a
3
where c = bath H+ concentration
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Starting Points Ending Points
C t-
1.19
1.20
1.39
1.40
pK
3.70
3.70
3.76
3.77
0.495
0.490
0.381
0.378
Average error
10.00
10.00
10.03
10.003
1.2 3.5 0.4 1.20 3.40 0.538 8.0
1.2 3.7 0.4 1.20 3.40 0.536 8.0
1.4 3.5 0.4 1.40 3.46 0.416 8.0
1.4 3.7 0.4 1.40 3.46 0.414 8.0
1.21
1.21
1.40
1.41
3.38
3.39
3.44
3.44
0.543
0.541
0.420
0.419
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
Table 5 Best fit values determined
using the gradient method. The para-
meters are for a simplified version of
equation (3-5,6k with a different break-
down of parameters. Note the dependence
of the final value of Cat- on the initial
value.
Cat-
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4
pK
3.5
3.7
3.5
3.7
T '
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4
3.5
3.7
3.5
3.7
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
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and it was decided to use equation (7) to model both thick-
ness and weight. Using the APL subsystem described in appen-
dix C, the setup of equation (7) and the final determination
of al, a2 and a3 took under a half hour.
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Chapter IV
Conclusions and Discussion
Two basic types of data collection techniques were used.
Continuous data collection was implemented using a strip chart
recorder. Noise was very difficult to eliminate. Discrete
data collection also had its share of problems. However, with
the use of powerful curve fitting techniquesmany of those
problems were overcome.
A number of different curve fitting techniques were
used to analyze the data. In general, there was a tradeoff
between ease of programming on the one hand, and generality,
power and speed on the other. Table [6] compares the different
techniques in terms of their complexity, relative speed of
execution, and number of computations required.
Often, other factors had to be taken into account
during the data analysis phase. In the case history presented,
there were often transients in the beginning of the data,
which had to be truncated in order to accurately determine
the time constant.
A question which was touched upon in chapter two in-
volves the validity of the assumption that the fitting function
does indeed represent the experimental data. There are a num-
ber of statistical tests which focus on the probability dis-
2 2tribution of X .The X test looks at the probability of the
-54-
Method
Exhaustive
or iterative
Optimize each
parameter in
turn
Linear regression
Steps per Single
Application of
Method
1 calculation of
x 2(n+2)N
Total=(n+2)N
~3 calculations of
X2 per parameter =
3pN(n+2)
Total~ 3pN (n+2)
2
3N
a
Typical Number
of Applications
Required for
Convergence
Many (e.g. 100)
5-15
xy 3N2
2N2N
2
Z 2N
2
calculation of a,b,A=ll
Total = 12N+11
Modified linear
regression
Transformations=NT
Regression=12N+ll
Total=(12+T)N+ll
Table 6
1-5
2p calculation of X
for gradient=2pN(n+3)
sum of squares of grad-
ient=2p
calculation of incre-
ments=2p
~10 steps alorg path,
calculating X =l0N(n+3)
Total=p (4+2Nn+6N) +lONn
+30N
=N(2np+6p+10n+30)
+4p
Combine lineari-
zation gradient
3-10
partial derivatives= 3-10
N[n(2p+5)]
S= Np n+4)
a = Np 3 2
temporary array=p 10
matrix inversion;p 2 3
increment2 ~ llp
Total p (13+3N)+p(ll+3Nn+4N)+5Nn
:: N(3np+5n+4p+3p 2)+13p2
Table 6 Approximate relative computational demands
of the different curve fitting techniques. There are
N data point and p parameters to be fit. It takes n
steps to evaluate the fitting function. To transform
the non-linear function to the linear one for the
modified linear regression it takes T steps per data
point.
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Gradient
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reduced value of X2 defined by
X 2 
( 1
x IV
where v is the number of degrees of freedom,.
The probability of X2 being that high should usually be %50%
for one to have confidence in the fitting function. If it is
unusually small, there is reason to doubt the validity of the
fitting function.
2 2
The X test is ambiguous, because X measures both the
deviations of the fitting function from the expected values of
the data, but also the scatter in the data. The F test looks
at the ratio of two different reduced X2 distributions, whose
probability density function is called the F distribution.
2
F - Xvl (2)
122
Xv2
Two types of F tests are normally done. One tests the entire
fit, and is related to the multiple correlation coefficient R
defined as
2
2 n S.
R E b. (3)
j=1 I s y
where the fitting function is
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y = a + Eb.x. (4)
J J
and
S2 1 1xEi -a
s =N-1 N ij5. -- ij1 yi - Zx ii (a
2 =1 2 1 2 (5b)
y N-1 i N (yi()
A quantity, FR can be derived which is distributed according
to the F distribution, with v = n and v2 N-n-1. 15]
R2 (N-n-1)FR = (6)R (1-R ) n
A large value for FR corresponds to a good fit. A small value
for FR means that at least one term in the fitting function is
probably not valid, and is decreasing the multiple correlation
coefficient R by its inclusion.
We can also test for validity of adding another term
to the fitting function. The addition of a new term reduces
2 2 2 2
X by a certain amount AX2. The ratio of AX to the new X
should follow the F distribution with vi = 1 and v 2=N-n-l
22
F AX2  (7)
x 2
Xv
It is important to be able to put all of this statis-
tical theory into practice with a minimum of trouble for the
-58-
varied settings that the experimenter faces.
Stages of an Experiment
Most experiments involve a certain amount of time spent
debugging the experimental apparatus and techniques. Once this
is done, the experiment is run once, or more probably many
times. For the case study of chapter 3, running the exper-
iment involved
1. Setup and calibration.
2. Start of excitation or initialization of
independent test parameter.
3. Data collection and storage.
4. Equilibration.
5. Variation of excitation or test parameter.
Steps 3-5 were repeated until the experiments of the current
run were done. Step 3, data collection, may include some
real-time data reduction, in which case the reduced data
(e.g. amplitude of harmonics) might be stored instead of the
raw data.
Types of Data Analysis
In this thesis, the type of data analysis focused on
involved fitting the data to a function predicted by theory.
There are three major types of data analysis, in general.
They involve,
-59-
1. Fit to a probability density function.
2. Fit to a function of one or many independent
parameters.
3. Straightforward calculation of some quantity.
An example of the first might be the fit of test grades
to a normal distribution and calculating the mean, standard
deviation and skewness of the fit. The second has been extensiv-
ely discussed. An example of the third might involve the deter-
mination of growth rates of bacteria under different conditions.
A major goal to work for is to make all the phases of
experiments (e.g. running, data collection and data analysis)
as fast and accurate as possible. To that end,a generalized,
easy to use set of programs was developed to aid in the analy-
sis of data. Attempts were made to design a general-purpose
data collection system, but were unsuccessful. Better hard-
ware and software tools should enable such a system to be con-
structed.
As digital hardware becomes more affordable to many
research groups, we will see more and more experiments run
and analyzed using dedicated mini-computer systems. Hopefully,
general purpose data collection and data analysis systems
will come into use, eliminating the need for many different
people to "reinvent the wheel" each time they wish to run an
experiment and analyze the data.
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Appendix A
Usage of Programs on An SR-60 Calculator
to Read In and Analyze Data
Two sets of programs were used on an SR-60 calculator,
one to input data, edit it and store it on magnetic cards,
and the other to analyze it. The exhaustive search method
and modified linear regression method were implemented to
find the parameters f1 , f2 and T in the fitting function
-t/T[
f=f 2 +(f 1 -fe2 -/ Up to 60 data points could be stored and
analyzed. The entire set of programs consisted of over 2500
keystrokes and were stored on 3 magnetic cards. Each set of
stored data resided on 1 side of a magnetic card. Results
were printed out on a 20 character wide printer. A sample
data input session and sample data analysis section follow.
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DRT EH T RV AID
Ell)1 T
If ii
F HUNCTION [IF THE KEYS
A - T E DA T 11 'NT L
1NIETI CR'DS
C - PRINT DUTA DR:T
D - PRINT DUT LRST
REGISTER
E - LIST REGISTERS
D R - PUT DATR A
FC- DELETE Lf-vS.T
NTRY
EDMSP - 2ER
RE GIS TE R
RX''R - DELETE
1DRATH AE T NUIM E E R
EN-
LAST REGISTsTF - -
71.
DATA SET NUMBER
10.
11.0
0. Q5
15. 0
0=20
17.0
0.25
19.0
0.30
20.0
0.3 4C
22.0
0~ . 4 tf
0.45
23.0
0.55
Sample run of the
data entry and edit
program.
24.0
1 .00
25.0
i.10
27.0
1.20
28.0
.25
29 0
1. 40i
29.0
1.50
Data
Time in M.SS
29 . 0
2. 05
2. 15
30.(0
2. 20
3-0. 0
65ER - 00M
INMSERTIMAI.0
LRAST RE 7UTE~R
72.00
77 f, y-essul.
WAR I TE
DATA W)RITTENA
onto
C CL 4,
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R ETA D E
DITRSET WN FQ:
Bl I
P 2
DELBP
B=
TRU=
A-B=
SIGMHA
SIGMA
* FIL-
32
0.
0. 40 i;
24,14
2.i
A--W
81GHA TAU
0 1
0.45
AVERRGE ERRDR=
44790
11 I2%
Best fit values
24. 80
zR=- Estimated errors
7.'7
Sample run of the
data analysis program
T
29.
F-VERAGE ERROW!
0 =
TRU
TAU=
42.
0.42
AVERRGE ERRDR
0. 8 4
T PU
0 , 51555
40.
0 . 4 E
32. 0
51.
0. 5i
24.91
0.7
51.
0.51
B=-
T F
R-B=
1R=n
* * i
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Appendix B
APL Programs That Implement
the Variation of Each Parameter in Turn
and the Gradient Methods
The following two programs in APL, grdls and gradls
implement the variation of each parameter in turn and the
gradient methods respectively. Each expects a vector "A" to
contain the parameters and the variable "NTERMS' to contain
the number of terms in "A". "DELTAA" is expected to contain
the increments to use for advancing or taking the partial
derivatives. The function CHIS takes one argument and returns
the weighted average error.
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v csr:Dr 1...s[Eln i
.11...S Ys:DUs P I 0; Yue ro; c sT j. T cHI2; cHI- M P;DEL. TA ;FN
I f1 +-UPT o-1 Initialize I
r2:] ALC)OPF N 4-.0 Initialize FN
[3~1 DLETAf-DELTAACI-I Delta is the current increment
r41 CHI. 1+-cH:S A4 CHIl is the first chi-squared
r 5J E:4 A ::I +.EI J+ri...T A Increment A by DELTA
E63 CH:(24-CHIs A Calculate new chi-squared
[7] -+EQX I1H:"2::CHI1 If they are equal, increment A again
rli .L:)FlxICHI2<cHx1 ; If it's decreasing, we're set
E9) D E L.TA -:ELT A ; If it's increasing, reverse direction
r103 A J 1+-A* +DEI LT
CE11] T E: MP+.cHst1
[12] C H 1+-cHI 12
1-13] cH 12+-TE MPF
[141 0C] LPJ. F NiJ.:FN.FN+1I. ; Keep track of the number of times A was
r 1 3 1 E I -A r I J+L ETA ; i nCremented
1:16] CHI3-CHIS A ; CHI3 is the last chi-squared
1?. 1+ ( ONE + N OPF :Ae'L I C) X CH13 > CHI2 ;If chi=squared increases,
[1.8:] rHI1-CHI2 ; go on to the next parameter.
[19) CHI2-CH:13 ; Otherwise, update the chi-squared variables
[20") +.LO0P1
E:21J DON EiDE L T A t-DTE L T AX(+(1+ ( CHI1.-CH2)(H13----.cHI2) )).5)
E22) A[I]AI--DETr ; Use a parabolic approximation for the actual
[23~1 DELrAAE I "]+r-ELT A"I1xF.3; minimum. Rescale DELTAA-If many steps
E24) .LOQPX 1N1TrEF:MS.I-.u P Toe-.I+. ; were taken, make it larger.
F~25 ' G :IrL s D0N E'
APL program implementing the
variation of each parameter in turn
method.
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G:ADL..5 tDEL..TA HI :1 CH T 2 C H13 ;FA:ADU M CI-I I
I--A T i :Ci- H CHI A ; Initialize CHIl
D I*:---..TA-.1XD E 'T*A A
C.F :D+-NTE F: M S p 0
:- ; Find the gradient
G R :1 CJ+-C H 1 .1- :E S A
4GF:A D OIx... C) Q 11 NTEF;:MS>J-.+j.
SUm+- (+/G:x'*2)*,.5 ; Get the sum of the squ
S:AD+L ELT)Ax+G: AD+1U1; Normalize the gradient
g; Move alon the gradien
[2]
[ 3]
126 J1
[1]
C2 3:~9-3][111 2
C[15] -
S16
[ 17]
E~19.1
1203E21 8 :14? 1 :
L223
C 2 ' 1
C 24 :
E' 5~ '
C 28]
[29 J
ares of the gradient
to it
t
If nothing happened, quit
If it decreased, good.
If not, go a shorter distance along
the gradient
5M AL L EF:
L.0P: A +-A +GR:AD; Go along gradient until chi-squared
C1HI3-cH-i:3s F' ; increases
.+ ( X:DC:?*NE:+ N OPA P:A ' IC)+1 CH I 3.CH 12
C FIX;i *1 *IH 12
(HI2+-C.HI3
NE4DELTAPF:AB :EL...TA, CHI1 1 I2,CHI3
At----f::L TA X G:A D
CHI-41+- CH IS A
A t- A + (DE L TA--..1) xGR:A :'x CH14I2< 1H1
'GF:AX)'S DONE '
1212l ~ '1211x(I I (+EC12 ...P13 1 )(',[1 .... Fs :3J ) + .** 5)
Implementation of the gradient search method in APL.
CHI12 + CHFI1 A
+0x 10I2::::LA)S TCH- W
I '.C)0P x ICH1-41> CH1 2
L .A STCH14I+s- CH:12
A+4-54 s. .. GRA-
I
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Appendix C
An APL Subsystem to Curve Fit
Data to an Arbitrary Function
The set of APL programs that follow consist of a num-
ber of general programs to implement the linearization-gradi-
ent method of curve fitting. Also included are a number of
programs to implement the function f=f 2 +(2 1 )e-(t+t0)/T
and the function that predicts the diffusion/reaction time
constants (see equations (3-5)-(3-6)).
Usage of the subsystem
Once the subsystem is entered, it is necessary to
define the function thatyou want the curve fit to. It takes
two parameters. The left side parameter is the set of sub-
scripts that indicate which of the data points are to be used.
Normally it is set to fNPTS. The right side argument is the
vector "A", which contains the parameters that are to be
determined. For example, to implement y=a 1+a2 xa we can type:
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The functions must be called "Fl", "F2"... until "FlO" in the
current implementation. Data is stored in the "X" and "Y"
vectors. In the simple case, an assignment of values to "X"
and "Y" will suffice. In more involved cases,specialized in-
put functions can be written.
To set the function number, one types "SFN <n>",
where <n> is the number form 1-10. "F<n>" is then the func-
tion used. Typing "FIT" starts the actual curve fitting
programs. The programs ask for starting values for the vec-
tor "A", and increments ot be used for taking partial deriva-
tives, which are stored in "DELTAA". Variance is then asked
for. The reply can either be a vector of length "NPTS", the
number of data points, or else a single constant, indicating
that all variances are equal. The program then runs, print-
ing out the path that it's following. When X2 is no longer
changing very much, the program prints out a table of inde-
pendent parameter, observed dependent parameter, predicted
dependent parameters and deviation. If so desired, the user
can implement a function to print out the final results in
neater form.
Both the force vs. time data and the time constant
vs. pH data were stored as tables. Special functions were
written to input data and to convert the data to "X", "Y"
and "VARIANCE" vectors. Special functions were also written
to print the final fit in neater form. The sensitivity of
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the force vs. time data to truncation necessitated a special
function which called the fitting program, printed out the
results, and truncated the data. This was done a specified
number of times, after which the results were printed out in
tabular form.
The time constant vs. pH curve fitting occassionally
used some of the parameters as constants. Special support
functions were written to implement this. A vector called
"USE" controlled which parameters were to be constants. It
had as many elements as there were parameters. A 0 signified
that the corresponding paramter was to be a constant, and a
1 signified that the corresponding parameter was to be a
constant, and a 1 signified that it was to be fit by the fit-
ting function.
The following is a list of functions and a brief des-
cription of what they do.
General Curve Fitting Subsystem
Name Purpose
CHIS calculate X2
COMPXY print out a table comparing the data to the
predicted fit.
CURFIT does the actual curve fitting
F calls the correct fitting function
FDERIV calculate the partial derivatives of the
function with respect to each parameter
FIT calls the programs necessary to actually set
up and do the curve fitting
GETA initializes variables, gets necessary input
and checks for errors in input
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Name Purpose
RAISED Implement raising a negative number to the
1/3 power
SFN sets the function-number
WORK does some initialization, and keeps calling
CURFIT until x2 is no longer significantly
decreased by CURFIT
Special Functions for Fitting Force vs. Time
F9 implements f2 +)f1 -f 2 )e-(t+t0 )/[ where t 0 is
a constant
F10 implements same equation where t0 is a
parameter
GETTAU function and truncating function a specified
number of times, and accumulates a table of
the results
INPUT inputs prints out and stores the force vs.
time data in "TDATA"
PRINT actually prints out and stores the data
read in by INPUT
PTABLE prints out the table accumulated by GETTAU
PTAUFIT prints out the best fit in a special format
REDO helps to recover from errors in typing data
into INPUT
SE TUPTAU sets up the "X" and "Y" vectors from the
force vs. time data stored in "TDATA"
TRUNC truncates a specified number of points
from the beginning of the data.
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Special Functions for Fitting T vs. pH
CALC
COMP
DATAIN
F2
GETINC
GETSTART
GETVAL
GETVALUES
GO
GRIND
INIT
P2
SETA
solves the cubic equation of
prints out on a table comparing predicted
and observed values of T
inputs T vs. pH data nad stoves it in "DATA"
implements the calcualtion of T
reads in the values for "DELTAA" for the
parameters being varied
reads in the initial values for "A" for the
parameters being varied
returns a vector which includes the constants
and the current values of the parameters
being varied
does the actual I/O for GETSTART GETVAL
and INIT
starts the T vs pH curve fitting
calculate T, membrane charge, and internal
salt concentrations from the internal H+
concentrations.
does most of the initialization, and reads
in the values of the constants
formats the values printed out each step
in the path
maps "A" onto the mnemonic variables used
by CALC and GRIND
A sample session follows the program listings, illus-
trating the use of the general subsystem to fit some perfect
data to the function y=A + A2 xA3
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B i4-CHIS A
[ V1] E(+/( (Y.--A F INPT5) 2)VARIANCE)+WEIGHT$UM ; calculate the weighted
; average error
VULIJM I' T %LU JV
0:0MPXY T Y P FMT
T+-. (r Y) ,'1 ; print out a table
Y P.REDICTED DELTAI
FMT4-(j() 1), (10 2),(.0 2), (10 2)
YPE..A F N PTS
FMT t (*TpX ) ,y ( TT Y , P)(TpY  TfrY--YF
VC UR F I T|""
' CUP:F :r 'r AL.P-HA Y DIF: 1 V CIj. i C . I 0 ARI:RAY X E T A y T j T2)  Y T3 V I
ALPHA ( NTERMS N TEReM ) p0 Initialize
DERIV+.A FDE RIV IN PTS ; Take partial derivatives
BETA4-(WEIGHTX ( Y.-A F -NPTs) )+. xDERIV Calculate the beta matrix
LOOF Aln'PHA4-A'PFHA+WE I (IHTl~I1:]x DERIYF-I ;-:lo ,xDIER;:IVF"I "J
4LOOP~X NPTS22.II+1 ; Accumulate the alpha matrix
CHIj.-CHIS A ; The initial chi-squared
BACK*T1+1 1 tAL..PHA
T2+-ALP.FHA+T34(ToxT1)*.5
ARRAY-IlT2+IDENXFL.AMDA
B4-A+BETA+. xA:RA+T*T3
4*OKXICHIj.2.CHIo+-CHIS B
FLAMDA -F"L AMDAX 10
+BA C K
OK A4-
S 3:GMAA+-((1 1 tARRAY)+.,.T1). 5
FLAMDA+.FLAM:. A+. 0
CURF I T DONE '
; Normalize the alpha matrix
; Add lamda to the diagonal terms and invert
Calculate new A
See if it's in the right direction
If not, increase lamda.
And try again
Approximate uncertainty
Reduce lamda by a factor of 10.
VF r] JV
V Y+.A F I
2 x FUJNCT I ONUMBER
4-A Fj. I
40
T* 4-A
; Dispatch to proper function call
F 2 I
+0
T4-A F3 I
40
.Y+.-A F I
-+0
T4-A
-40
T 4-A
40
S* 4- A
+0
*T*4- A
+0
Y *+. A
-+0
+0
APL subsystem to fit data to theory.F5 I
F6 I
F~7 I
F9 I
F9 I
F 10 I
[1 I
|-2 "
(3]
[4"
51
~j."
[2]
[3]
[4]
~S~
E 6 :
~7]
[~8]
[9]
[10]
E1 I
[12]
"13]
[14J
151]
C16]
17"|
E183
[1]
F 2.]
[31
C4]
[5]
[61]
7]
EF8]
[9]
E 10]
F1 1 :*1
F~123
[13]
F 14]
[15]
F 16]
E 17 3
F[18]
F 19]
E20:]
(213
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V :*)FE RI V E~0 ]
D't.. A FDEF: IV I: J AJ D LEL.TA YF IT
D- ( ( t , ) , N*TERMS) r0
J+-1
DI... OO:PDELTA+-DEL TA A r]3
A[~J J+DEL.TA+A+AJd4. : J
Y*FIT-A F I
AJ :J1+-J--DELTA
D ; J+ ( 1 T.--A F I ) +2 X DE:I...TA
-D' P L -,X 1N-1T ER1;:M S> . a+1
VF I T~ " V
V FIT
GETA
W OR K
' SIGMA = ';SIGMAA
' FIT DONE'
; Initialize the partial derivatives
; Loop through all of the parameters
; Calculate the partial derivative
; Input the starting points and initialize
Curve fit
; Print out the uncertainties
; Print out an ending message
g'GE TAE 01J
VGETA[T
4ER R OX(Y)/9N PTS. x Check that there is the same number of
'FNCTION NUMBER=: ' ;FUJNCTIONNUMBER: ; X and Y numbers.
' FUZZ= I ;FUZZ
FLAMDr1A+, 001 Ini
'A nInp
460
', FDE' LT A A Inp
'r-LTA A 4+- yn par
-+ER R1 x I (r DEL.T A ) NTERMS-R ; Mak
VARGUERY: 'VAR IANCE' sam
T+4-rpV A RIA NC E+.,o Inp
.+SKIPxIT=1 If
-+F':R2x TqdNPTS 0th
4MORE ; as
SKIP VAF: I ANCE*..NPTSf VAR I ANCE
MORE: WE I GHTSUM*-+/WEI GHri-1 +VF':1ARINCE
-+0
tialize flamda
ut the starting points
ut the increments used for taking
tial derivatives
e sure both A and DELTAA have the
e number of elements.
ut the variance.
it's a single number, it's constant
erwise make sure it's the same length
the data
; calculate the weightings
F'FR'(): '1 AND Y A R:E N-1OT OF THE~ SA M E L...ENGTH
40
ERR 1 1 ' AN DELTAA ARE NO0T 01- THE SAME L17.ENGTH
40
EFF:2: ' V AF: I ANCE AND' /Y A R:E NC)T OF THE SAME LENGTH 
+ VAR G U E F: Y
VRA ISED [0
AN+.A R'A ISED B
CiJ ANg. ( xA ) x (iA) A*C ; allows raising a negative number to a
; 1/3 power.
APL Subsystem to fit theory to data
[1-1
[21
[31
[41
[51
[6]
[71
[8]
[91
'.'I
[21
E31
14.1
[1]
E21
E31
[41
151
[61
[71
[8
[91
[101
E11 1
[121
[131
[141
[151
E161
E171
[181
E191
E201
[211
E22 1
E23]
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VrP "Q~
P B+.P A
E11:
r21
E3]
-+Ox1 AFUNCTION...NUMBEFf2
v S FN E 0" ]-
V S FN N
El-1 FUNCTION NUMBER+.N
E1 :1
E2]
[31
E4]
ES 5
E6]
C7])
C8]
[9]
E110)
E111
; unless FN=2, just print out A
; If FN=2, then call a special formatter
; sets the function number
v wOR K O C i C
I DEN.( NTER:MS ) , tNTEF:MS Set up an identity matrix
FL..AMD1:4-.001 Initialize flamda
C L:FIT Call the curve-fitting program
CHI-CHIS A Calculate chi-squared
(CHI*.5),P A Print out the weighted average error
L.OOP:CURFIT the current value of A
CHI2+-CH I1 Call the curve-fitting program and
CHI.+-CHIS ; print out the results
(CHI1*.5)YFP
-.4OOP x FUZZ ( I 2- CH 1L j.) + CHI2 ; Continue until chi-squared no longer
D ONEI ; decreases by more than "FUZZ" %.
and
APL Subsystem to fit theory to data
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VCeni... CEo
v CA LC^A:19A29A 3 A 19')E G1 F* 0
C+ 2T o T 4-C() + C*2 0
F j- C 0 + C.:L 0
x:' 4- c2TOT x c0*2
G +- C0 x P M0
H4-CATxCOx K
94+- K+ (G+.-E)
9 i:ET YP" 3 Y 2 Aj N YPHA :i F APH I 9 C2TOT9CGi ^CG2
Calculate the boundary condition
using Donnan equilibrium and
a Langmuir isotherm
[1]
[2)
[3)
[4]
[5)
16)
[7)
[8]
[9)
[10)
E11 
E12)
[1.3
E14)
[15]
[16 :1
[171
[18]1
E19)
[20)
E21.)
E22)
VCOMP|~0)j'
k COMP(A
A+-(pTAuo),1 ; Print out a table
T ALUP+- L T AUP+ . 5
(AP PHO) , (Ap TAUO) , (Ap TAUP) y (Ap TAUP...-TAuo)
(2y1)f'
VDATA I NEJ [ n
K DATAIN;IATANAME4IN ; Function for inputting data
[]DATANAME+- ( 1, 2) 0
[2) LOOP i IN4-1
[31 4END x +/(IN=0)
E[4] 4ER;:Fxj(py3N)/d2
[5) E'ATANAME*-I:'ATANAMEy [1]IN
[7] END:' DONE
"8) DATA+-*DATANAME 1+ r((pATANAME) ~1"I --1) 9J
[9) 40
[J10 ERR: ' NOT RIGHT - TRY AGAIN'
[11 +LOOP
VF2CQ3v
V ' YT-A F2 I
SE T A A
CALC
G R I ND
Y+~.TA uPr£IJ
; Set up the paramaters for CALC
; Calculate the boundary condition
; Calculate the reaction-diffusion time constant
; Set Y to those time constants
APL programs written to fit the calculated time constants
from the experiments to those predicted by a non-linear
diffusion-reaction theory.
B+-( (Gx K)---( H+D))+- E
Ce.-- D'XK+E
P+---(A*2) +:-3
G+-( (2xA*3)+(27xC)--9x x)+27
P~ 3* 4-(F A 3 2 7
Q 2+ (-G A 2 ) 4
A 1. 4- D E T >.)
A 2 A- 1. x 0 ,E
AP3+-(*3) A2NX2LP3)A,
PH I( I -A*2) x 2 F-H ) +Ax.2GAF-HI
CG Q *0(Al x A 3.... Q 2) R:A IS ) T~r *F1 I RI: 1- .. (A :L XA3+G±"- 2) RA ISED' THIRD ;::
CPH24+2x(2o--H-1X 3)x2(-A.x3 5
C+-(C1.cQ2----A --3
[1
[2)
[3]
[4]
[1]
E21
[3)
[4)
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0-GETIN CEr:] 1
V G: ETINC
I NCRE1-MENTS
EDEL..TAA-ETVA..LJES 1
VGETSTAR:T E Jv
7 GETSTART
INITIAL POINTS4'
A+.GET VAI...UES 1
; Read in the increments for taking
; partial derivatives
; Read in the starting points
VGETVAL E D]V
V T(.GETVAi... A
E] - (USE X USE\A) + (NUSE ) X CONSTANTS ;get a string of both constants
; and variable parameters
"GE TV ALtue EDi :
T+.GETVAL.UES M
T+-5 o
.4SCATX 1uSEr ]i M
' CAT '
TE1 ] +i-+AVo
SCAT:.+SPKx lUSE[21dM
' PK I
TE2+-:LO*--G
SPK +:-RATx IUSE~3~1/M
'RAT'
TE3]+-DEAVCm
TE4 4-0
SD 4SFILMX I USE~5]/M
'FILM THICKNESS'
TE5]-D
SFILM40X mM
T4- ( USE ) /T
: GO
INIT
GETSTART
GETINC
WOR K
P P FIT
COMP
9
9
9
9
Read in the values for the various
parameters. Depending on M, they
are for constants (M=0) or for the
variable parameters (M=1).
; For the variable parameters, condense
T.
; Initialize
; Get the starting points
; Fit
Pretty print the results
Print out a table comparing fit and data
APL programs written to fit the time constants calculated
from experiments to those predicted by theory.
r1 I
C23
[ I]
[2
[I ]
E2]
E 3]
E4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8~
[9]
[101
E11] 
E121
C131
E1 41
[151
E16]
E 17 1
E181
[1]
[2]
[3:]
r4]
[51
61
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V GF: IND~[0]"
7 GRIND
PHI-4( xC) x--10iC ; Calculate time constants
PM4-FPM0-- CAT x K + ( K+C)
TAUF4- (FII.LM*2) +PI32XD:INF
TAU4- TALUF+ ( (THICKNE.*2) (Ps*IXDBRXD2FAC .) ) X RFACT1.j.+CATX K ( K+C) *2
C2 +-0 0C. (X C CO
* 2 +- CO x C20 -C
IN I T
FUNCT ION NUM BER4-2
Y+-TAU0+-DATA[ 21
C0+-4-0*- HOA T A E- . 1.
; Initialize
N P T S <-p TrAiUiO
NTE:MS+-+/USE
IDEN4- ( NTERMS) oNTERMS
VAR:I ANCE+. ( srA rWE I GHT X TAUD * P OWERF ) +VARIANCE X NSTATWEIGHT
WEIGHTSLJM.+-/WEIGI-..IT4-1.+ VA:IANCE
FLAMDA+. 001
F2+-314159*2
W4-WO+WlxC0+KVOI...+CO ; Set up the weight, volume of
VW4-(W-.WC)+PW 
- the membrane.
THICKE ELTA0+DEL..TA.XC0+KTHIKNE ;set up the thickness
DFACT..( (1--VC VW+VC)+ (1+vCvW+vC) ) *2
VOLFACT 4-vC+ VW
CONSTANTS+.GETVALUES 0
17P2(Q0jg
7 B4-P2 A4VAL
VAL4-GETVAL A
; Input the constants
; Format the current values for printing
E+-(VALE1] x(AVO, .)) , ( ( xvAL.[2]) x-- 1.0 1 VAL...E) , (VAL[3]XAVO) ,VAL41 ,VA ... [5~1
7$ETA[[l1
7 SETA A4vAL..
VAI.+.GETVAL. A
CAT4VAL[1]xVO...FACT
K+-VAL[2]1
PM0+-CAT + AT4.VAL [3~x VOL .FACT
; Set up the current value of A for use
; by CALC
D cAR*- VAL-[41
FIL..M+.VAL[5]
APL programs written to fit the time constants calculated
from experiments to those predicted by theory.
[1]
[21
[3"
[4~
[51
[61
E 1. 1
[21
[31
[41
[5]
[61
[71
[8]
[91
[101
E1l 11
[12.1
[131
[141
E15-
E161
E1-
[21
[11
(2 :
[3]
[41
[51
[61
-1 - -- - : ---
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qgyF9EFF) g
Y Y+-A F9 I
[1] Y-AC 1]+ (Al~2~I---E1]) x*--(NCIJ+TO0)+*4CA3]
Y Y+-A FI( I
I1] Y+-AE1]+(AC2-...--A11)x*--(CIJ+44)+A14 -43]
V"G E.T TA U C ]] v
G GETTA U N
[1" : ET UETJTA.
[2] S F-N 1.0--SETO
F~3]~ (ETA
[5] ' +00FWORK
[6J TAE+L4-TALE, A~
[7] PTAUFIT
F8:] TF:UNC TP:UNCNUM
19] 4LOP X 10 < N-N-:L
Cl10] C0MPY
E1 1) PTALE
E1]
F~2)
~3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
F8]
[9]
[10.]
E11" 
F 12~ :
C13]
[14)
[:L 5]
F163
V'I NP UT r: J
V I NP UT F N V F F INC V T UF*TO
Y1i- I '
LOP . -45K I PX I j..pL.. I NE-,y
Y1+-Y , L I NE
L'0L0 P .
S K I F N-
ueTo+-rY1.
'T + 0
'.00P2.+ sINCx10>F+-Y1 EN)
T1+-T1 ,T- T+INC
Y2+-Y2, F
BiACK 4L(:)P2x uP T o>.N4-N+1
PFR1 N T
+0
SINC INC4--F
-+BFAC K
PRINp T
)1] T+-( (PY2) ,1)
E2-1 TDI:A T A+- ( Tr p2) , Tr T 
£3) T:'ATA
; calculate the predicted force
; Initialize
T Truncate
; Print a table summarizing the results
; Input the data
; Print out the data
; Format and print out
APL programs written to determine the l/e time constant
from experimental data.
3] YA AI'] y ( ( CHIS A ) *. +5) y Y C" 1 * - r- r sNT'
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PTAB.. 
- EAIE--
L..EN (TAB L..E)5 
TT AB L...E -(.. .N 5) T A -... s:-
; Print out a formatted table summarizing
; the results of truncating the data
TAU 04 A I-.E VAL..
FMT*.(.10 0), (:10 2). (10 4)Y(10 2),(10 1)
FMT TTTABSL..E
BikE ST 4.TT AEtL..E( 3-] 1.f'T-T A LN..E:E V^3]
' '
'BEST SET OF VAI...UES=l
FMT TTA BL..EEBE'T) 
' '
R:ED.j'.- 
-] v
' R:ED)N F INC TJUPTO
UPTO4..r~j
Y2+-T1+-''I
A function to help correct input errors
; from INPUT
1 ... C)OOP 2: 4 sIN*JCx 10 )F+.Y.| r"N"
T14-T, T+-T+INC
Y2+-Y2,F
BA C K .L..OOP2x IUPT:)>N< -.N+'
FR I NT
40
S INC:+I NC+----F
V SETLJP TA U V
V SETIPTAU
; Initialize
E03 Y+-TDATAl";1I
T R L N C [ n
ST F UN C N
TO +TO + N x T I Nc
NPT5+-.NPTS---N
Y+-Y r N*+ N P TE] s
X+-4N+1NPTS-J
WE I GH-TSUM+-+./WE IGHT+-.WEI :1--IT :N.+
; Truncate N points from the start of
; the data
VA : I ANc E. VA RI AN c E: N +NPTs :i
APL programs written to determine the l/e time constant from
experimental data.
[21
E3)
[5]
E6]
[8]
[910
[1101
E1]
r2- i
E3:]
[4]
[5]
'~6 1
[7]
[8]
E9J
E103
I11
E12J
[1]
[21
[5]
16]
val..2'
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Y+.A F1 I
:1. T+- A 1: :1. ]+* A2: 2 x :':* I A:3 ' ; Definition of function
1 . 5 6 7 ; X data
+-1.3+2...41xx*3.4 ; Y data (perfect data)
.y
3.-71 1~..5551816 653.57789 :1.231.521.73 21.04.876071. ; actual Y values
BFN 1 :use F1
F__T ; start the curve-fitting programs
i:, U :-
:1. 2 3
00 00 001 0 0 00 00 001 . 000 00 0001
c: DF:NCT O E
92 . 73450958 1.03 6055399 3 , 168112326 3 . 318401715
UF:FIT DONE
20%.68362981 6.652979869 3.193563916 3.,328371516
C .URF:F I T DONE
12.44876943.13.65546387 3+137892903 3,345016511
C UF:F I T DNC) N E:
11.f38990688 ~6.671105593 2.,749J31082 3.408468669
cUs I:i :IT 'DO )N F:
8+485469537 0.5809976662 2.424879259 3-47299233
CUR:F:IT DOENE
0.008089956925 1 +294434695 2.410069935 3. 479989994
C UF:F'I T DO C)N E
1.369105913 J.4 ' 6 1299998368 2.-410000068 3.-4799999t36
CUR FI T DONE
:1.498639302 - 10 1..3 2.41 3+48
C U RF:F I T D C) N E
2.2R 1000425 15F: : 1.0.3 2.41 3.48
C U : F.IT D CN E,
3.763918'735 .. :1.6 1. %3 2.4:1. 3 .4B
UF: F I DONE
3.077029793E 1.:6 +3 2. 1 4:1.41 3+48
CURFI :1:T* DONE
3.077029793 1 1.3 24-41 3.48
Do C) N E
C'G n= 0,01413507702 3.01 663358E~~5 6.29367578E~~6
F;.I T DC) N E
Example of the use of the APL curve-fitting subsystem to
define a function, input data, and to determine the best
fit of the data to that function.
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Appendix D
Programs for an SPC-12 Minicomputer
to Read In and Print Out Data
An SPC-12 minicomputer was programmed to read in data
at a rate specified by a function generator attached to
channel 2 of the A/D converter. Data was actually input on
channel 0. The number of datums to read in is input at the
start of the program. At the end of data collection, the
program prints "done!"
After the data was read in, the output program was
loaded and run. It printed the index and the value of the
data point. Decimal input and output routines had to be
written, as well as a few other support programs.
*READ
K-=CHANNE
* -A-DATA'
S-' Z=DA T UM-NUMBER
*Y=M-AK IMUM # OF. DA T TO HEAD IN
t405 02570 ELB RP. - ASX HOW MANY IREAbINGS. 10 (Z
0O9 02572# HTR BW Y
dostt 02573# RIO Ps B
1 02574 ,Mp M'
91$ X0576# RIC PpB
90,3 t2577 JMP DE READ IN MAXIMUM NUMBER
0914 6O1 RTR X, Y STORE IN Y
15 66031 RDC Y0B MULTIP # READNGS BY 2-1
Q6 026O 5 AAD Ys B BECAUSE EACH READING USES t
4026 7 - AZE Z
'02611RO ALD X,002 WA I FOR Al, 0-1 CHANNEL 2
613 A RI C Po B
O6614 JMP DI
P616# ALD B, 100' SUBTRAC-T 100 OCTAt.&FROM INPUT
26R0# ASU As B
- 621 SKP 2
622' JMPRO
*24#R1 -AZE X READ IN DAIA FROM CHAW
062#- RIC PO B
2626 ?JMP' DI
02630# RTR A, B
02631 RTR, ZX SET UP FOR INDEXED S 4 Rt
9Y30 0263 - STB DT, X
D1$ O4635# RIC X X
!$32 1133#3TB$033 02437 - STB DTs X
$934 02641 RIC X, Z
)3$ 02643# RTR YsB
90036 02644# ASU X ,B PRESENT #-MAXIMUM #
937 026s 5# RTR XB
46%3 Q2646#- - TBB
(44 92647# R T B X
MJ4 92450 AND X,010
-44 92653 Sz 2
r (JM2654 JM-PR2
q04 02656 RH ZX , SET UP FU0I INDXSED $T0R#444 P2660# ,TBB
-045 02661#- TBB 2 ERO THE B
$&46 02662 STB DT X
6141 02664# - RIO XX
9 02665 ST DTX
49 02667 LaB RA 60 BACK TO BUS
-9 02671# RT B ,
7G P, B
/73 JMP MO
j6g7 7#R2
0C270I# '
JiMP BU
ALD Xs 0O2
RIG _ Po B
WAI.T FOR A ON.
Program written in SPC-12 assembly language to read in data
from an A7D converter at a rate controlled by a signal at
channel 2.
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Program written in SPC-12 assembly language to read in
data (continued).
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Program written in SPC-12 assembly language to print out the
data read in by the previous program.
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SPC-12 program written to print out data (continued).
